Fourth VeSte Party 2000-2001
In her governmental year, the fourth party has made the “VeSte Vision”, among others. This party was
the fourth party, and it was time to make a clear document about the ideas, whereabouts and way of
thinking within VeSte. Principles, accomplishments so far, future line of action…
The purpose of the VeSte Vision was to make clear for everybody what VeSte is and does and what
the exact position of VeSte is, within the university as well as outside Wageningen. Furthermore a
better guidance in the future was given. Concretely this meant for example the prohibition of nonstudent union members to VeSte, introduction of an open solicitation procedure and clearing the
relationships between VeSte and the three student union VeSte is founded from.
The VeSte party has made her opinion within the several student council committees very clear. The
starting points of VeSte, like the opinion an academic course, contains more than just following
classes. It is mainly about the pragmatic way of working and thinking on a strategic level, that were
clearly represented by the VeSte members. VeSte has paid attention for the consequences of
internationalization of the university, a clear and good promotion of the student council, a good
arrangement for financial compensation, a clear Student Charter and more attention for RSI among
students. The extended opening hours of the sporting complex “the Bongerd” as well as keeping the
boat man of Argo are two other points VeSte has worked on to maintain, where originally those two
points were cut away by a budget cut.
Furthermore many cases have been accomplished by the complete Student Council. Attention for the
promotion and making VeSte well-known in Wageningen is another point this faction has done. With
the slogan “VeSte, for the active student”, a professional campaign (with shiny flyers etc) and being
seen at much meetings, VeSte has accomplished this. The result: five chairs in the Student Council.
Well, enough serious talking for now, because next to the serious intervention in the university policy,
this party was well-known for: Bounce bouce, run run, important, bounce, mail, making promotion, run
bounce and so on. After all, we have had a busy but terrific time, with lots of fun!

